What determines the widths of fission observables?
Fission-fragment mass distribution of 235 U(n th ,f The statistical scission-point models are unable of explaining the widths of the mass and energy distributions.
During the descent from saddle to scission, the distribution keeps memory on the distribution at former times.
The width of the distribution of a specific normal mode is approximately given by the fluctuation of the corresponding quantum oscillator with an effective stiffness that is equal to the stiffness of the potential somewhere between saddle and scission.
→ Dynamics can be considered by assuming an early freeze out of the distribution. Minimum E and width ≠ 0 (zero-point motion)
Population of the states given by the properties of the heat bath: Etot (not inifinite!) and T (the most probable configurations will be those of maximum entropy)
For nuclei at low E* ρ∝exp(E*/T) (constant-temperature)
If Etot>>T

Heat bath Etot, T
Statistical microcanonical model with dynamical and quantum-mechanical features Quantitative formulation of the model
Asymmetric fission channels
Assuming that the mass asymmetry has the same inertia "m" as for the symmetric channel we obtain for 237 Np(n th ,f): In an oscillator coupled to a heat bath, the restoring force F is given by F = T dS/dq with S=ln(ρ) By integration one obtains the potential U = ∫ F dq. The stiffness C is given by C = d 2 U/dx 2 .
--> We find a reduction of C due to shell effects Since for the zero-point motion: σ A
= ħω/(2C)
The washing out of shell effects leads to an increase of σ A with increasing E*!
